ABSTRACT

The development and use of the faculty staffing formula for Colorado, prepared by the Association of Public College and University Presidents (APCUPP), is examined, and a recent major attempt to update or modify the formula is described, along with the outcome. Based on the work of representatives from many campuses, a large-scale computer simulation was developed, using as input numbers of full-time-equivalent faculty and students for each two-digit code of the Higher Education General Information Survey and for four student levels. The student-faculty ratios were initially determined for each discipline/level combination, and by overlaying the student mix for each campus on the matrix of ratios, projections were made of the total faculty needed by each campus. The first iteration of the process resulted in substantial reallocation of faculty both within and between campuses. Subsequent iterations caused the individual ratios to be adjusted based upon experience, campus data, and analyses of individual campus priorities. The 4 x 36 matrix clearly differentiates by level of instruction and by discipline at the same time equity in the distribution of resources is promoted by requiring all campuses to request resources at the same productivity level for instruction at a given level and discipline. Role differentiation is promoted by overlaying each campus's student mix, by discipline and level, on the matrix of ratios. It is suggested that the formula achieved the goal of moderating the decline of faculty resources but failed to reduce the general debates over equity, role differentiation, and appropriate funding levels. A new approach that reduces line item accountability and that is compatible with increased budget flexibility has been approved. (SW)
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I. Introduction

The annual budget process in higher education consists of institutions determining their needs and presenting a budget request to increasingly sceptical trustees, governors, and legislators. These "appropriating agencies" must not only determine what is justified but also strive to allocate increasingly scarce resources equitably and in approximate conformance to individual campus role and mission.

According to Halstein(1), the greatest scrutiny is probably exercised by State legislators. In Colorado, for example, the very general "lump sum" appropriations of the late 1960's and early 1970's gave way to detailed and prescriptive line-itemed budgets. Post audit variance analysis became common and fiscal retribution followed for those agencies unable to justify their decisions or to remain politically insulated from the budget process. Budget formulas became one effective means used by legislative staff to control by line items. Legislative staff apparently agreed with Miller(?) that formulas were an effective procedure for estimating future resource needs based on current and forecasted objective or quantitative data. By the mid 1970's several formal and informal "formulas" were in common use by legislative staff. Formulas in use included:(3)

- Campus-level student/faculty ratios
- Academic support staff/faculty ratios
- Student service staff per "x" head count students
- Custodial staff per "x" thousand square feet maintained
- Administrative staff per "x" faculty
By the mid 1970's, however, the higher educational leadership of the state began to recognize that, even with modest enrollment growth, the proportionate share of state dollars going to education had been steadily declining. (4) Further analysis indicated that the formulas being employed by legislative staff were being gradually altered in such a way as to reduce state support. This caused the presidents of Colorado institutions to rejuvenate a state-wide voluntary organization known as APCUP, or the Association of Public College and University Presidents. APCUP began setting up working committees to devise rational and equitable formulas for the budget process. These committees covered:

- Faculty staffing levels
- Library Staff
- General Administration
- Faculty Support Staff
- Library Acquisitions
- Physical Plant Staff

The general charge to the committees included:

1. The formulas were to be rational and promote the standardization of budgetary data.

2. The formulas were to possess high validity.

3. The formulas were to provide the legislature with a means of equitably distributing resources across the campuses of the State.

4. The formulas, while they were to be designed to promote change, were not to cause any significant re-allocation of existing funding bases between campuses.
This paper chronicles the development and use of the APCUP faculty staffing formula. Its conceptual base, strengths and weaknesses are displayed and analyzed. Finally, a recent major attempt to update or modify the formula is described and the somewhat unusual result is analyzed.

II. Development of APCUP Faculty Staffing Formula (1976-77)

The team of educators who worked on the faculty staffing formula came from many campuses and included university executive officers, senior budget staff, institutional researchers, and a small number of academic administrators. The "Faculty Committee" was given the use of the computing center at the Colorado School of Mines and the state level budget and faculty staffing detail collected by executive and legislative agencies. The committee studied existing staffing formulas including techniques in use, currently and formerly, in California and Texas.\(^5\) Also analyzed was the current legislative staff "formula process", FNA, or faculty needs analysis. FNA was a technique which displayed student faculty ratios by discipline for all public colleges in the state; i.e., English (all levels of instruction) might be 18:1 at state college A and 16.5:1 at university X. (Note: These detailed analyses were made possible because campuses were reporting students and faculty at the two digit HEGIS level).

For a brief period the committee considered alternatives to student-faculty ratios such as instructional costs per faculty or per student, but it was ultimately decided to keep staffing needs separate from staffing costs.

The technical approach used was to develop a large scale computer simulation
using as input numbers of full-time equivalent (FTE) faculty and students for each two digit HEGIS and for four student levels (lower division, upper division, graduate 1, and graduate 2). The student-faculty ratios were initially determined for each discipline/level combination, and by overlaying the student mix for each campus on the matrix of ratios projections were made of the total faculty "needed" by each campus.

The first iteration of the above process resulted in substantial reallocation of faculty both within and between campuses. Subsequent iterations caused the individual ratios to be adjusted based upon experience, campus data, and analyses of individual campus priorities. These "judgemental" adjustments resulted in a refined matrix of student-faculty ratios which, when used in simulation of state wide faculty needs, met the following conditions:

1. No individual campus in the state suffered a material loss in faculty numbers.

2. No individual campus in the state experienced a windfall increase in faculty numbers.

3. The bottom line total numbers of faculty generated by the formula for all campuses was within 2% of the total faculty then appropriated by the state legislature. (i.e., the matrix of ratios became a maintenance formula balanced to a given base fiscal year appropriation level.) Thus, the process produced a maintenance or "status quo" formula.
The resulting matrix of faculty formulas is shown in Table 1. The 144-cell (4x36) matrix was first used for the 1977-78 budget year and has remained in use through the 1981-82 budget cycle. The process was empirical but the results were generally acceptable to both the executive and legislative branches of government who authorized the inclusion of the formula in the request budget instructions for post-secondary institutions. The formula has remained in the instructions through the 1981-82 budget request cycle.

III. Analysis of APCUP Formula

The Developers of the formula recognized that faculty workload consists of several activities, including:

- Number of sections taught per term
- Size of sections taught
- Total numbers of student credit hours produced
- Scholarly or research activity
- Public service performed
- Student outcomes.

The developers were also aware of the dangers of projecting present relationships - translated into various unit costs or ratios - into the future. That is, while marginal costing techniques were not a popular subject of study during the development period, the shortcomings of any formula approach which ignored the non-linear relationship of cost and academic product were recognized by the developers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HECIS CODE</th>
<th>STUDENT/FACULTY RATIOS</th>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOWER</td>
<td>UPPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>53.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>56.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td>59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>61.00</td>
<td>61.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, the committee, in searching for a methodology, did consider several modifications of workload, percent of base, and staffing pattern formulas (6) before deciding upon student credit hour production as the base measure for faculty productivity. The final decision was made from both a political and technical basis. The political atmosphere of the legislature in the mid 1970's can be described from Folger (7) who has commented on the impact of rapid turnover among legislators, the decline of the party system and its influence on public policy formulation, the continued emphasis for accountability measures, and the tax revolt:

"...the public is not confident that government can handle problems...public officials have low ratings on their performance...education is viewed as an essential service but is delivering declining results..."

The generally negative atmosphere led to basic decisions on formula development which resulted in the use of data readily available and well understood as well as a technique currently in use: the student-faculty ratio. All other aspects of faculty productivity were essentially ignored except that it was the desire of the developers to "engineer" into the formula quantitative differences in role and mission wherever possible.

A. Examination of the Formula

The 4 x 36 matrix clearly differentiates by level of instruction and by discipline at the same time equity in the distribution of resources is promoted by requiring all campuses, regardless of role and mission, to
request resources at the same productivity level for instruction at a
given level and discipline. Role differentiation is promoted, however, by
providing the opportunity for resources only if the requesting institution
has students at a given level and in a discipline. For example:

1. If a campus does not have doctoral programs, no resources would be
   forthcoming from the graduate 2 level.

2. If a campus did not have an agriculture program (or service courses
   in HEGIS 100), no resources would be generated at any level of
   instruction from activity in HEGIS 100.

Thus, role differentiation is promoted by overlaying each campus's
student mix, by discipline and level, on the matrix of ratios. Because
each campus has a unique mix of students (by discipline and level), a
unique subset of student/faculty ratios are employed by each
institution. Because the student/faculty ratios vary by discipline and
level, not only is role differentiation promoted, the research function of
faculty productivity is indirectly recognized by the generally lower
ratios at the graduate 1 and 2 levels. In practice, the faculty needs
cell by cell are summed to an over all need and presented in both the
request budget and state appropriation as a single campus student-faculty
ratio (see Table 2).
## Formula Faculty Appropriation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>1979-80 Appropriation</th>
<th>1980-81 Appropriation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.U.-Boulder</td>
<td>1,162.1</td>
<td>1,166.1</td>
<td>98% of APCUP formula adjusted for enrollment mix change, plus 5.0 unfunded FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.U.-Denver</td>
<td>307.2</td>
<td>307.8</td>
<td>98%, adjusted for graduate student reporting change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.U.-Colorado Springs</td>
<td>168.5</td>
<td>173.8</td>
<td>98% adjusted for enrollment increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
<td>966.3</td>
<td>977.3</td>
<td>98% adjusted for enrollment mix change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Lewis College</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>141.5</td>
<td>98% of formula adjusted for increasing enrollments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams State College</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>110.7</td>
<td>98% of formula adjusted for declining enrollments and final phase of exception for developing institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesa College</td>
<td>133.6</td>
<td>134.8</td>
<td>98% of formula adjusted for declining enrollments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan State College</td>
<td>461.5</td>
<td>465.3</td>
<td>98% of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Southern Colorado</td>
<td>224.7</td>
<td>224.1</td>
<td>98% of formula adjusted for increasing enrollments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western State College</td>
<td>159.8</td>
<td>162.2</td>
<td>98% of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Northern Colorado</td>
<td>594.2</td>
<td>595.3</td>
<td>98% of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umpqua Community College</td>
<td>161.1</td>
<td>161.1</td>
<td>98% of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver Community College</td>
<td>485.7</td>
<td>484.5</td>
<td>98% of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pikes Peak Community College</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>212.6</td>
<td>98% of formula adjusted for small school exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamar Community College</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>98% of formula plus 1.7 FTE for small school exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corban Community College</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>98% of formula plus 3.6 FTE for small school exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otero Junior College</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>98% of formula plus 3.6 FTE for small school exception and 3.0 FTE for directed studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pueblo Vocational Community College</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>98% of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad State Junior College</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>98% of formula adjusted for small school exception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the data had been reported for a few years, problems with definitions
and comparable reporting caused only moderate stress during the first
few years of using the formula.

Sensitivity to Change - Because the formula differentiates students - and
resulting faculty needs - by discipline and level, the formula is
highly sensitive to changes in student mix as well as student
numbers. The sensitivity is so great, however, that on a cell by
cell basis the linear relationship of student and faculty - even when
generalized to an over all campus student-faculty ratio (which is the
current legislative practice) - produced too high a sensitivity in
the minds of many academic managers.

Adaptability - The formula produced mixed results in terms of
adaptability. While role differentiation is promoted by using a
rather extensive matrix of ratios, the relative sensitivity at each
cell (i.e., given discipline and level) is not present. For example,
why should a university and a small, rural community college both
receive the same resource recognition need for lower division
English? Also, even if graduate 1 and 2 ratios are lower than
undergraduate ratios, do these lower ratios adequately reflect the
research role of graduate faculty? And finally, assume the case of
two campuses having the same graduate program in biology: if one
campus was recognized as a center of excellence in graduate biology -
or internationally recognized for its quality program - the formula
would not differentiate resource need for the one campus relative to
the other.
Thus, in terms of adaptability the formula falls short in many instances in balancing adequate equity and role differentiation. In defense of the formula, the fact that all resource needs, cell by cell, are summed to an overall campus level ratio moderates the above mentioned shortcomings because the campus, having received a block of faculty FTE undifferentiated by discipline and level, is able to allocate faculty resources according to its own priorities.

C. Appropriation Experience Using the Formula

Messinger\(^{11}\) has stated that formula budgeting can cause problems when the formula does not succeed in reducing the uncertainties (i.e., areas of discretion) and establishing the limits of the debate over resource needs. The APCUP formula, because of its complexity and the manner in which it was developed, was only partially successful in avoiding the warnings of Messinger.

1. Complexity - A 4 x 36 matrix of ratios proved to be difficult to comprehend by legislators, particularly the members of the appropriation committee. The result was that the formula appeared to be a "black box" which only legislative technical staff could begin to understand. The campuses were, therefore, greatly exposed to the personal value systems of the staff who had to take considerable time to understand the formula. Because staff turnover is generally higher than in the legislature itself, the situation became one of constant reeducation.
2. Debate Limits - Because of the need for constant reeducation, the central fact that the APCUP formula was designed to produce a "maintenance" level of faculty was lost. The campuses were quickly placed in a position of defending what was generally believed to be an "optimum" formula. The result was that the faculty numbers have been traditionally appropriated at only 98 percent of formula. (Table 2) For at least 20 percent of the campuses, the result was a net reduction in faculty or a basic inability to request needed additional faculty (i.e., the "cushion" provided by the formula was lost).

Certain technical matters evolved during the period of use of the formula which caused additional loss in faculty. The collection and reporting of student FTE, while based upon state wide guidelines, was an evolving process. For example, technical changes occurred which altered the number of graduate students reported by the institutions: The number of student thesis credit hours accepted by the state for appropriation purposes was reduced.

The adjustment had a moderate impact upon research universities (approximately 1% of faculty).

A final adjustment had major impact upon one campus, the University of Colorado at Boulder. The legislature determined that ten years was sufficient time to incorporate several "soft money" faculty into the general faculty ranks. These faculty, hired in the 1960's as part of the Science Development Act, (which resulted in several large research
facilities being constructed at Boulder) were not originally included in the formula. As a result of being an "exception", the faculty were exposed and funding for them was lost.

The legislature did provide, however, exceptions for faculty numbers at very small institutions where diseconomies of scale were not sufficiently accounted for in the formula.

The net result of the above activities yielded the following "track record" in the use of the APCUP formula:

1. The decline in faculty numbers state wide, after adjusting for enrollment changes, was confined to approximately 2 percent of 1974-75 faculty staffing levels (1974-75 was the benchmark year from which the formula was developed). (12)

2. Loss of faculty was disproportionately distributed, however, as the major losses were primarily focused upon the two state research universities.

3. The complexity and general debate over the formula had produced a consensus by the fourth year of its use that it was time to modify, upgrade, or replace the formula.

In short, the formula achieved one goal - that of moderating the decline of faculty resources - but failed to reduce the general debates over equity, role differentiation, and appropriate funding levels. The result was a new effort,
directed by the legislature and administered by the state coordinating commission, to modify or replace the formula. The next sections chronicle and analyze the results of the new effort.

IV. Revision of the APCUP formula (1980)

A. Legislative Climate

By the fourth year of its use, the APCUP formula had come under severe criticism from many perspectives:

1. In the aggregate, all institutions were treated the same, regardless of role and mission.

2. The legislature has only one decision point, namely what percent of the aggregate formula to fund.
   (Note: This critically limited policy debate.)

3. The current formula had not been modified, since its inception, to take into account actual practice.

4. The single point of reference of the formula was the Colorado historical perspective. The relative status of Colorado institutions to other states was being ignored.

5. The legislature had come to believe that formulas and student-faculty ratios were for control at the discipline level. The legislature did
not understand, or refused to accept, that control was at the total faculty produced and that formula to actual variances at the matrix-cell level was acceptable and appropriate.

About the same time, researcher Thomas Mason was contracted by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education (CCHE) to do a study (directed by the legislature) and provide recommendations regarding faculty productivity. Among the recommendations of the Mason report were:

1. ...That the CCHE establish early in 1980 a task force for revision of the (faculty) formula budget guidelines.

2. ...That the task force analyze in detail instructional data, actual discipline student faculty ratios, and related instructional indicators.

In April 1980, the CCHE began to move quickly by forming a "Formula Budget Policy Advisory Group" (PAG) consisting of educators, legislators, and lay persons. The PAG received assistance from a technical support group which was charged to develop and analyze policy alternatives. Analysis began in May 1980, and the technical group quickly focused upon the following options (which could be employed individually or in combination):

1. Reducing the number of "cells" in the existing formula by collapsing related disciplines into a single "aggregate discipline."
2. Updating existing formula by adjusting, cell by cell, the student faculty ratios to current practice.

3. Creating a matrix of ratios unique to a given campus or a group of campuses.

4. Developing an overall student faculty ratio for each campus or selected groups of campuses.

5. Use of other criteria, such as instructional cost per student or faculty, as either a substitute or a "proxy" for faculty numbers.

6. Development of external (out of state) groups of institutions which could be used for comparisons with individual or groups of Colorado institutions.

The first comprehensive proposal made public by the Commission's Advisory Group and described in a CCHE agenda (see Appendix I) included these characteristics:

1. Grouping of Colorado institutions into four "sectors."

2. Using Carnegie Classifications to develop the sectors.

3. Developing an APCUP style matrix of student-faculty ratios for each sector.
4. Given #3, directly above, using current institutional practice to refine the matrices of ratios.

5. Using of NCHEMS and similar data bases to establish external funding reference levels, including:
   - National Average Instructional cost per FTE student,
   - Colorado Instructional cost per FTE student,
   - National and Colorado average faculty costs,
   - Sector student-faculty ratios (Colorado and Carnegie).

The proposal split the higher education community in Colorado. Arguments for the proposal focused on:

1. The approach incorporated the use of external comparisons that were formerly not a part of the formula.

2. The use of five tables of student-faculty ratios would bring the formulas more in line with current practice.

3. The NCHEMS data was readily acceptable and could be used in the 1981 legislative session.

4. The legislature would have a tool to differentiate funding by educational sector.

5. The proposed process is not significantly different from the current process.
Arguments against the proposal included:

1. The non-comparability of data reported by institutions to NCHEMS (note: The allegations were that the NCHEMS data base contained sufficient variances in the use of data definitions and reporting terms that its lock-step use as a specific funding mechanism was inappropriate).

2. The use of Carnegie classifications to group Colorado institutions for specific funding decisions was inappropriate because the Carnegie scheme - while useful for general role and mission analysis - was too general for use as an appropriation mechanism. (Note: one institution went so far as to contact the developers of the Carnegie scheme and verify the allegation.)

3. The "sectoring" as shown would group Colorado institutions with significantly different roles and missions; homogenization of role and mission and funding levels would result. In addition, the long term planning approach in Colorado has been to promote role differentiation not homogenization.

4. The use of instructional cost data as a proxy for faculty resource need is too general and analytically weak.

5. Exact appropriation mechanisms were not disclosed.
6. The process constituted a significant change from the current mode and the impact had not been assessed.

The debate was long and detailed. Several alternatives were suggested, including "blue ribbon" panels, development of more sophisticated peer group analysis processes, and the urging of a policy which would link individual Colorado institutions to its "appropriate" external comparison group. Efforts to refine the HEGIS data base were also urged.

The Policy Advisory Group then adopted eight principles for guiding the formula revision. The principles are shown in Appendix II. Included in these principles was a major concession: The existing single matrix formula of student-faculty ratios (i.e., the APCUP formula) was to be retained for the next fiscal year. The original position of using student costs (Appendix I) was continued but in a modified form.

Note: One fact became clear to all parties; comparison group analysis and its translation into an appropriations mechanism was exceedingly difficult from a technical standpoint and politically sensitive in its evolution.

Impasse was reached and then broken a few weeks later by a proposal suggested by the State College Consortium headed by John Marvel.(13) The proposal, in summary form was:

1. Use an accepted external reference (i.e., Minter Bowen(14)) for "benchmark" student faculty ratios.
2. Use NCHEMS-HEGIS cost data not as a proxy for faculty staffing needs but as a direct dollar "benchmark" for unit instructional costs.

3. Array in-state and external comparison information in such a way the legislature could either treat Colorado campuses individually or as a group in analyzing Colorado funding levels with external reference data.

4. Treat the above steps as an interim measure for legislative use for the 1981-82 appropriation, but continue to refine the development of external comparison groups and continue to study the options related to sectoring, APCUP formula modification, and unit costing.

The basic proposal was modified during a series of state-wide higher education negotiations and presented to the legislature after approval by the state's coordinating commission. The comparison data is shown in Tables 4 and 5. The comparison data displayed in the tables is derived from campus financial records, the Minter-Bowen study, and the HEGIS data on instructional costs per student collected by the federal government from institutions of higher education across the country. Great flexibility has been provided for "customizing" appropriations campus by campus with reference to external comparison data.

The commission also recommended an implementation plan for 1982-83 similar to the state college proposal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Instructional Cost</th>
<th>Field Office</th>
<th>College</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Federal-ثر</th>
<th>State-ثر</th>
<th>M State</th>
<th>City-ثر</th>
<th>Local-ثر</th>
<th>Total-ثر</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</table>

**Note:** The instructional cost per student is calculated per the field office and is based on the field office.

Table: Cost of Education at Various Levels

- **Total Cost:** Includes instructional costs, field office costs, and college costs.

**Institutional Affairs:**

- **State Funding:** Includes state funding from various sources.

**City Spending:**

- **Total City Spending:** Includes all city-related expenditures.

**Local Spending:**

- **Total Local Spending:** Includes all local expenditures.

**Federal Funding:**

- **Total Federal Funding:** Includes all federal-related expenditures.

**State Funding:**

- **Total State Funding:** Includes all state-related expenditures.

**Net Enrollment:**

- **Total Enrollment:** Includes all enrolled students.
B. The 1982-83 Fiscal Year Project

During the 1980-81 winter months, the Commissions Advisory Group and a modified technical support group reviewed the work of the previous year. In March a long term commitment was made to:

1. Pursue a more sophisticated external comparison group development and maintenance project.

2. Concentrate on instructional costs per student.

3. Relegate the APCUP formula and student-faculty ratio analysis to an important but secondary role in the hierarchy of analysis.

The more sophisticated external comparison or peer group analyses under active consideration employ complicated statistical techniques i.e., discriminant and factor analysis. The work of Elsass and Lingenfelter\(^{(15)}\) and a new study by Marilyn McCoy\(^{(16)}\) have become the major tools by which external comparison groups will be developed. The target date for completion of the comparison studies is the Fall of 1981. It may be that both methods will be employed, although cooperation with NCHEMS has been excellent and the McCoy technique, which tends to focus on non-financial attributes of institutions, is being actively developed. Either methodology will provide the basis for implementing the three steps of the 1982-83 budget request year project. At this point in time, however, several valuable lessons have been learned and are being used to increase the chances for success in the final development.
V. Conclusions

As Ben David (18) has written, American higher education is unmatched world-wide in its size, comprehensiveness, differentiation, and egalitarian processes and procedures employed for funding such an establishment must, therefore, be sensitive to the scope of activities. Establishing faculty staffing levels becomes a critical part of the funding analysis, yet little has been learned in the past several decades on how to quantitatively describe faculty activity and workload. (17) Attempts to describe faculty workload usually result in focusing on one or two indicators to the exclusion of all others. The Colorado project was and is guilty of the same limitations. Work continues and may never be complete because the education-financial-political process is ever-changing. Certain techniques and guidelines have come from this process, however, which are of potential use for any administrative and institutional research function engaging in similar efforts.

A. Necessity for Policy Debate

Resource allocation mechanisms, be they formulas, algorithms, or otherwise, must provide the major decision makers:

1. The identification of policy options.

2. The means to debate the options.
3. The ability to quantify the options in such a way that policies can be translated into representative funding levels.

The formula originally produced did not adequately provide for policy debates. The outcome was specific and the means for modifying the outcome lacked an intellectual premise. It became evident to the participants in the revision efforts that no single formula designed to produce a specific appropriation could be made sufficiently adaptable to various funding levels (which reflected different options).

The revision process, by introducing external comparison and "benchmarks" or reference points provided the first steps away from a lock-step deterministic solution to an adaptive process which could produce specific estimates for each of a variety of decisions.

B. Be Very Sensitive to the Political Process

At any time the campus to campus, systems to governing boards, and governing (or coordinating board) to appropriating agency political equations are present and frequently dominant. Establishing credibility with all affected agencies becomes fundamental to successfully introducing a technical procedure into the appropriations process. Higher education must be unified and stand shoulder to shoulder or the political process will dominate, subvert, or otherwise change the process in uncontrolled ways. If the executive branch dominates the process, the governor must know where higher education stands. If the legislature dominates, effective communication must exist between the institutions and the
leadership of the appropriations committees. When the APCUP formula was introduced in 1977, the necessary political linkage existed only to be broken in the months following the next election. Many of the aforementioned fears were realized. The political equation is visible in the thinking of the current effort and legislators have even become a part of the formula development process. With the introduction of more flexible budgeting in Colorado a reality for the next fiscal year, the political equation becomes more of a partnership and the probability for increased credibility is enhanced.

C. Keep the Process Simple

Complicated technical processes are understood by only a few and the temptation to rely on the few or to politically manipulate the outcome can be significant. The original formula is complicated, so much so that the technical staff of the appropriations committees could unduly influence the committee's deliberations. In a short period of time the perception of the formula, its conceptual basis, the degree of flexibility built into the matrix, and its ultimate use became a confusing exercise which left the legislators unable to understand anything but a bottom line appropriation. The "black box" nature of the matrix formula caused great suspicion and made it possible to fund the formula at less than 100%. The fact that it was a maintenance formula was lost and several institutions suffered as a result. The designers of the formula had taken a calculated risk on recommending a complex process. With respect to marginal changes to state-wide staffing levels, the designers lost the gamble.
D. Avoid Giving Appropriating Agencies the Ability to Reallocate the Funding Base Without a Policy Debate

Technical manipulation of student and faculty data, the use of "exceptions" to formula, "add ons" for small institutions or for "special cases" all served to distort equity in the allocation of resources during the four years the original formula has been used. The new approach, which will focus on the relationship of an individual campus to an external peer group of institutions, will tend to minimize artificial reallocation of the funding base. Given the student faculty ratios (overall) and instructional unit costs as major determinants for funding, changes in funding base will be with respect to the differences between a campus and its peer group over basic funding criteria. The results should flow from policy discussions which should influence both the request budget and the appropriations legislation.

Postscript

In April, 1981, by legislative action, the Colorado legislature decided to reduce line item accountability and to grant increased flexibility for campuses and their governing boards to manage self generated revenue. The basic premise behind the original formula is no longer very relevant and the need to establish a basis for funding policy debate and not line item variance analysis has increased. The new approach appears compatible with the increased budget flexibility.
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The faculty formula currently in use has been criticized from several perspectives. All institutions are treated the same, regardless of role and mission. The legislature has had basically one decision point, namely what percent of the aggregate faculty formula to fund. The current formula has not been changed since its adoption five years ago. Actual allocation of faculty therefore is significantly different from the distribution assumed internally in the formula. Finally, the single point of reference of the formula is the Colorado historical experience. Much discussion has revolved around questions of the relative status of Colorado versus other states. Currently, the formula cannot address such questions.

**FACULTY FORMULA**

**CURRENT FORMULA**

The major characteristics of the proposed formula are as follows:

* **Five Sectors** - The use of five sectors will recognize the major differences in role and mission of Colorado institutions. The Carnegie classifications have been used to establish Colorado sectors.

   - **Sector I**: "Research and Doctoral Granting Universities I":
     University of Colorado-Boulder, Colorado State University;

   - **Sector II**: "Doctoral Granting Universities I and II":
     University of Northern Colorado;

   - **Sector III**: "Comprehensive Colleges and Universities I and II":
     Adams State, Fort Lewis, Mesa, Metro State, University of Colorado-Denver, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs, University of Southern Colorado, Western State;

   - **Sector IV**: "Two-Year Colleges and Universities":
     All state two-year colleges.

   - **Sector V**: "Schools of Engineering and Technology":
     Colorado School of Mines.
Actual Faculty Allocations by Sector - The proposed formula contains a separate table for each sector. Each table will be structured by the disciplines and the levels present in the current formula. The most recent actual allocations of faculty by Colorado institutions will be the core of each new table of student/faculty ratios.

National Points of Reference - NCHEMS will provide national data, including average student/faculty ratios based on all comparable public institutions. The data are defined by Carnegie classifications, as are the Colorado sector identifications. It is intended these NCHEMS data allow, for the first time, a comparison of average Colorado student/faculty ratio by sector with national average student/faculty ratios. The comparisons may be direct or indirect, depending on the methodology finally shown most valid and reliable.

Sectored Decision Points - Two sets of data for each sector will exist, namely, Colorado sector average student/faculty ratios and the national sector comparison. Budget decisions and requests will establish the recommended relation of the state to the nation. Decisions on the number of FTE faculty for each sector may be determined independently of other sectors. Depending upon where each sector falls in comparison to its national equivalents, different percentages may be reasonable. This differentiation allows more equity, in national terms, to be built into the Colorado formula. Determination of the actual budget requests may be more difficult under the proposed formula, but the results should be more responsive to recognized sector needs.

Small College Needs - Using the NCHEMS data, a specific study is proposed to determine the national relationship between the size of an institution and the student/faculty ratios. To the extent that small enrollments are found to suggest lower student/faculty ratios, the budget requests may need to reflect that finding.

Envelope of Support - Each institution in a sector would use the same formula table. A total faculty figure would result, as with the current formula. Each institution would continue to allocate the faculty internally as they deem appropriate. The envelope of support concept remains intact in the proposed formula.

Staff will make an oral presentation elaborating on the above points.
APPENDIX II
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
ADOPTED BY POLICY ADVISORY GROUP

1. The faculty formula matrix of student/faculty ratios that is developed for the formula will assume at least the 1980-81 number of faculty positions for each campus. (Hold harmless)

   Explanation—If an institution maintains the same enrollment with an identical distribution of students among the disciplines and levels of the table then the institution will not lose faculty positions as a result of changes in the table of student/faculty ratios.

2. The APCUP faculty formula matrix will be updated annually on a three-year moving average.

   Explanation—Each year the table of student/faculty ratios will be updated prior to the preparation of the budget requests for the following year. In updating the formula the previous three years of actual data will be used to derive the student/faculty ratio for each discipline and level combination.

3. A small college adjustment will be built into the formula.

   Explanation—Campuses with a low number of enrollments will have an increment of faculty in addition to that defined in the table of student/faculty ratios.

4. The data base for external comparison purposes will be residential instruction cost per student FTE as collected by HEGIS until better information is available.
The revised formula budgeting approach includes points of external comparison. The only data collected under a common set of definitions for all public institutions in the nation are the HEGIS data. These data do not include student/faculty ratios and therefore the instructional cost per student will be used as a proxy indicator of student/faculty ratios for comparison purposes. These data will be used for generalizations of the relative status of Colorado sectors, vis-a-vis other states.

5. For the purpose of comparison with institutions outside the state, Colorado campuses will be grouped as follows:
   a. Colorado State University
      University of Colorado-Boulder;
   b. University of Colorado-Denver
      University of Northern Colorado;
   c. All other four-year colleges and universities except the Colorado School of Mines;
   d. All two-year colleges except the local district colleges;
   e. Colorado School of Mines.

In addition, there will be developed a separate table of student/faculty ratios for each of these groups.

Explanation--The sectors are based on institutional role and mission and correspond roughly to both the Carnegie classifications and Colorado descriptors in the CCHE master plan.

6. External comparisons will be based on Carnegie categories for each group of institutions listed in Principle 5 with the exception of the Colorado School of Mines.
Each of the groups of campuses shown in Principle 5 will be compared with the same or similar group of institutions from outside the state. The exception is the School of Mines which will have a unique set of institutions used for comparison purposes.

The comparison institutions will be located in the thirteen western states that are a part of the WICHE compact.

Colorado has been a member of WICHE since the mid 1950's, and the Legislature and institutions are familiar with this group of states. WICHE states more closely approximate the history and delivery systems for higher education than is true of the nation as a whole.

The current table of student/faculty ratios will be the basis of the 1981-82 request budget and the new tables for each group of campuses will be developed as quickly as possible.

It would be difficult for the institutions to modify current request budgets in line with a new set of student/faculty ratios. For this reason, the current table of ratios will be used for one more year request.